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Summary  
The ACCC does not object to the collective bargaining notifications lodged by E 
Dobson Pty Ltd and others on behalf of a group of Wizard Home Loans franchisees.  
 
The group proposes to collectively negotiate the terms of an Amended Franchise 
Agreement with AHL Investments Pty Ltd and Aussie Centre Administration Pty Ltd 
(collectively Aussie).  
 
In the event a franchisee is unwilling to enter into the Amended Franchise Agreement, 
the group proposes to negotiate with GE Money Mortgages Pty Ltd (GE) the terms of 
existing Wizard Home Loans Pty Limited (Wizard) franchise agreements, in 
particular the terms upon which the contracts will be terminated. 
 
The small business collective bargaining notification process 

Collective bargaining refers to two or more competitors collectively negotiating terms 
and conditions with a supplier or customer. Without protection, it can raise concerns 
under the competition provisions of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (the Act). 

Small businesses can obtain protection from legal action under the Act for collective 
bargaining arrangements by lodging a notification with the ACCC. Provided the 
ACCC does not object to the notified arrangement, protection commences 14 days 
after lodgement. 

The ACCC will only object to and remove the immunity provided by a collective 
bargaining notification when it is satisfied that any public benefits from the proposed 
collective bargaining arrangement would not outweigh the public detriments (and 
substantially lessen competition for notifications that do not concern price fixing or 
exclusionary conduct). 

The notification  

On 23 February 2009, collective bargaining notifications CB00067 – CB00069 were 
lodged by the following parties (together referred to as the notifying parties), on 
behalf of a group of participating Wizard franchisees: 

 E Dobson Pty Ltd 

 Webjam Pty Limited      

 Wizard Financial Services (Oakleigh) Pty Ltd 

 Freedom Financial Solutions (Aust) Pty Ltd 

 
Following the acquisition of the Wizard home loan business by Aussie, on 
27 February 2009, the franchisees have two options: 
 

 Enter into a new franchise agreement with Aussie 

 Wizard will terminate the existing franchise agreements in accordance 
with its terms 
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The notifying parties propose to represent the group and collectively negotiate with 
Aussie the terms of an Amended Franchise Agreement. In the event certain 
participants are unwilling to enter into an Amended Franchise Agreement with 
Aussie, the notifying parties propose to also collectively negotiate with GE the terms 
of existing franchise agreements they have with Wizard. GE is the sole share holder 
of Wizard. 
 
ACCC’s decision  

The ACCC considers that the proposed collective bargaining arrangement is likely to 
result in some public benefits in the form of: 

 transaction cost savings 

 enhancing the collective bargaining power of franchisees in negotiations with 
the targets 

 better consideration of a major commercial decision by participating 
franchisees. 

The ACCC considers that the potential for anti-competitive impact is limited, taking 
into account the competitive nature of the mortgage finance industry, the voluntary 
nature of the arrangement and the fact that the arrangement does not involve potential 
boycotts. 
 
On the information available, the ACCC is satisfied that the benefits likely to arise 
from the notified arrangement would outweigh any detriments. Accordingly, it does 
not object to the notification. 
 
Protection afforded by these notifications commenced on 9 March 2009 and will 
cease 3 years from the date of lodgement (23 February 2012). However, as with any 
notification, the ACCC may act to remove the immunity afforded by the notification 
at a later stage should concerns arise.
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1. Introduction 

1.1. The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (the ACCC) is the 
independent Australian Government agency responsible for administering the 
Trade Practices Act 1974 (the Act). A key objective of the Act is to prevent 
anti-competitive arrangements or conduct, thereby encouraging competition 
and efficiency in business, resulting in greater choice for consumers in price, 
quality and service. 

 
1.2. In the context of the Act, collective bargaining involves two or more 

competitors agreeing to collectively negotiate terms and conditions (which can 
include price) with a supplier or a customer (the target or counterparty).  

 
1.3. Arrangements will amount to a collective boycott where the collective 

bargaining group agrees not to acquire goods or services from, or not to supply 
goods or services to, the counterparty unless it accepts the terms and 
conditions offered by the group. 

 
1.4. Collective bargaining and collective boycott arrangements can have a 

detrimental effect on competition and consumers and are likely to raise 
concerns under the competition provisions of the Act.  

 
1.5. The Act, however, allows businesses to obtain protection from legal action in 

relation to collective bargaining and collective boycott arrangements in certain 
circumstances. One way in which small business bargaining groups may 
obtain protection is to lodge a collective bargaining notification with the 
ACCC.   

 
1.6. Provided the ACCC does not object to the notified arrangement, protection 

commences 14 days after lodgement. The immunity from a collective 
bargaining notification expires three years from the date it was lodged. 

 
1.7. The ACCC may object to a collective bargaining notification if it is satisfied 

that any public benefits from the proposed collective bargaining arrangement 
would not outweigh the public detriments (and substantially lessen 
competition for notifications that do not concern price fixing or exclusionary 
conduct). 

 
1.8. The collective bargaining notification process is transparent involving public 

registers and interested party consultation. Where the ACCC proposes to 
object, it must first issue a draft objection notice setting out its reasons and 
providing an opportunity for interested parties to request a conference. If the 
ACCC issues a draft objection notice before the expiration of the 14 day 
statutory period, legal protection from the notification does not commence. 
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2. Background 

The proposed arrangement 

2.1. Wizard has franchise agreements with a number of franchisees under which 
the franchisees each conduct a business of mortgage origination in relation to 
Wizard branded home loans (each a Franchise Agreement). 

 
2.2. The members of the collective bargaining group operate businesses which 

concern third party mortgage origination in relation to Wizard branded home 
loans. The members of this group, acting as franchisees, operate this business 
under individual franchise agreements with Wizard, operating as franchisor. 

 
2.3. After an ACCC announcement it would not oppose the acquisition, the AHL 

Investments Pty Ltd acquisition of Wizard Home Loan business from AMS 
Mortgage Services Pty Ltd and AMS Financial Solutions Pty Ltd (Wizard) 
was completed on 27 February 2009.1 As of this date, GE has ceased Wizard 
business operations. 

 
2.4. Following the completion of this acquisition, franchisees have two options: 

 
 Enter into a new or amended franchise agreement with Aussie for the 

supply of third party mortgage origination services (Amended Franchise 
Agreement), or 

 Wizard will terminate the existing Franchise Agreement in accordance 
with its terms. 

 

2.5. Notifications CB00067 – CB00069 were lodged on 23 February 2009 by the 
following parties (together referred to as the notifying parties), on behalf of a 
group of 101 participating Wizard franchisees (listed at Annexure A): 

 
 E Dobson Pty Ltd 

 Webjam Pty Limited      

 Wizard Financial Services (Oakleigh) Pty Ltd 

 Freedom Financial Solutions (Aust) Pty Ltd 

 
2.6. The notifying parties propose to represent the group and collectively negotiate 

with Aussie the terms of an Amended Franchise Agreement. In the event a 
participant of the collective bargaining arrangement is unwilling to enter into 
an Amended Franchise Agreement with Aussie, the notifying parties propose 
to also collectively negotiate with GE the terms of existing Wizard franchise 
agreements, in particular the terms upon which the contracts will be 
terminated. 

                                                 
1 ACCC, Aussie Home Loans - proposed acquisition of Wizard Home Loans Pty Ltd, Informal Review 
- Mergers Register, 24 February 2009, http://www.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml?itemId=861967  
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2.7. The target businesses are: 
 

 Aussie Centre Administration Pty Limited and AHL Investments Pty Ltd 
(collectively Aussie) 

 GE Money Mortgages Pty Ltd (the sole shareholder of Wizard) 

 
The mortgage finance industry 

2.8. The supply of mortgage finance industry is comprised of banks, non-bank 
lenders, mortgage originators and third-party mortgage origination services. 

 
2.9. At present, the key acquirers of third-party mortgage origination services of 

the type supplied by the notifying parties are: 
 

 Wizard (although GE closed its home lending department on 27 February 
2009) 

 Aussie  

 Mortgage Choice Limited (Mortgage Choice) 

 Rams Financial Group Pty Ltd (RAMS) 

 
2.10. The notifying parties advise that in total Wizard have 167 franchise 

outlets/shop fronts across Australia, geographically distributed as follows: 
 

 New South Wales – 67 

 Victoria – 39 

 Queensland – 33 

 South Australia – 14 

 Western Australia – 13 

 Tasmania – 4 

 Northern Territory – 12 

 
2.11. The notifying parties submit that Aussie primarily uses approximately 400 

mobile lenders to distribute its products. It also has 24 franchisees operating 
shop fronts throughout Australia3, distributed as follows: 

 
 New South Wales – 6 

 Victoria – 2 

 Queensland – 8 

                                                 
2 E Dobson Pty Ltd & Others - Collective Bargaining Notifications - CB00067 - CB00069, Notification 
18 February 2009, Collective Bargaining Notifications Register,  
http://www.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml?itemId=862124  
3 Aussie submission stated that in fact it has 25 franchisee businesses operating in Australia  
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 South Australia – 1 

 Western Australia – 5 

 Tasmania – 24 

 
2.12. Mortgage Choice has 410 franchises, with 165 operating as shop fronts and 

the balance operating as mobile lenders from home.5 
 
2.13. RAMS has 165 franchisees operating in Queensland, New South Wales, ACT, 

Victoria and Western Australia.6 
 
Wizard 
 
2.14. AMS Mortgage Services Pty Ltd and AMS Financial Services Pty Ltd (which 

trade as Wizard Home Loans) are companies owned by GE.  
 
2.15. Wizard provides or arranges to provide mortgage finance to retail customers 

who are solicited by its franchisees (the notifying parties and the participants).  
 
2.16. Wizard’s business is primarily focused on offering home loans through its 

Wizard branded products, which are funded by GE, as opposed to brokered 
loans funded by lenders other than GE. 

 
Aussie 
 
2.17. Following an ACCC announcement on 30 September 2008 stating it would 

not oppose the proposed acquisition, Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA) 
acquired a 33 per cent share in Aussie (specifically AHL Investments Pty 
Ltd).7 The company remained 67 per cent owned by John Symond. 

 
2.18. As advised by the notifying parties, Aussie provides, or arranges to provide 

finance product and service offerings to the consumer through several 
distribution channels. Its core product is mortgage finance for residential 
properties. 

 
2.19. Currently, Aussie primarily solicits mortgage finance customers directly, that 

is without using an intermediary mortgage originating franchise, such as the 
Wizard franchisees. The notifying parties submit that, based on presentations 
by Aussie in relation to the Amended Franchise Agreement, approximately 20 
per cent of loans settled each month are solicited by mortgage originating 
franchisees.8 

                                                 
4 E Dobson Pty Ltd & Others - Collective Bargaining Notifications - CB00067 - CB00069, Collective 
Bargaining Notifications Register,  http://www.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml?itemId=862124 
5 ibid. 
6 ibid. 
7 Commonwealth Bank of Australia - proposed acquisition of a 33 per cent share in AHL Investments 
Pty Ltd, Informal Review, Mergers Register, 
http://www.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml?itemId=844517  
8 E Dobson Pty Ltd & Others - Collective Bargaining Notifications - CB00067 - CB00069, Collective 
Bargaining Notifications Register,  http://www.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml?itemId=862124 
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ACCC consultation 

2.20. On 2 March 2009 the ACCC consulted with the targets and subsequently 
received a submission from Aussie. The issued raised in this submission are 
discussed further in Chapter 3. 

 
2.21. The ACCC also sought submissions from interested parties potentially 

affected by the notified arrangement, such as banks, non-bank lenders and 
industry and consumer associations. 

 
2.22. Aussie’s submission expresses the view that the notifications should not be 

allowed to stand. They consider that the public benefits of the collective 
bargaining arrangement are negligible and are unlikely to outweigh the public 
detriments from the proposed conduct. 

 
2.23. Aussie is concerned that negotiation may result in a two tiered franchise 

structure, with different franchisee carrying on the same business under the 
same brand but on different terms and conditions. Aussie outlines in its 
submission the negative implications this may have on the business. Aussie is 
also concerned successful negotiations may result in higher commissions 
being paid to franchisees, and outlines the impacts of this on the profitability 
of Aussie. 

 
2.24. Aussie considers the franchisees currently have sufficient bargaining power, 

due to the protection the Franchising Code of Conduct offers them. In 
addition, Aussie submits that current Wizard franchisees may be further 
empowered by the knowledge that their transfer is valuable to Aussie’s 
strategy, in particular the acquisition of the Wizard business. 

 
Important dates 

DATE ACTION 

23 February 2009 Lodgement of collective bargaining notification. 

25 February 2009 Public consultation process commenced. 

2 March 2009        Closing date for preliminary submissions from interested 
parties.    

10 March 2009 Closing date for substantive submissions from interested 
parties. 

23 March 2009 ACCC assessment of notified arrangement issued. 
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Public benefit test 
2.25. The ACCC may revoke a collective bargaining notification where the relevant 

test in section 93AC of the Act is satisfied. 
 
2.26. For notifications that involve collective boycott, conduct within the meaning 

of s 45(2)(a)(i) or (b)(i) of the Act (exclusionary provisions), or a collective 
arrangement under which competitors will negotiate prices, the ACCC may 
object to a collective bargaining notification if it is satisfied: 

 
 that the benefit to the public that would result, or is likely to result, from 

the proposed arrangements does not outweigh the detriment to the public. 

 
2.27. For notifications that do not involve collective boycotts (or other exclusionary 

provisions) or price fixing but involve conduct that may otherwise 
substantially lessen competition within the meaning of s 45(2)(a)(ii) or (b)(ii) 
of the Act, the ACCC may object to a collective bargaining notification if it is 
satisfied: 

 
 that in all the circumstances the conduct would, or would likely result in a 

substantial lessening of competition, and 

 the conduct has not resulted or is not likely to result in a benefit to the 
public or the benefit to the public would not outweigh the detriment to the 
public constituted by any lessening of competition resulting from the 
conduct. 

2.28. The proposed collective bargaining arrangement involves an agreement on 
price and is therefore subject to the test described in paragraph 2.23. 

 
The Franchising Code of Conduct 

2.29. The Franchising Code of Conduct is a mandatory industry code of conduct 
that has the force of law under the Trade Practices Act 1974. 

 
2.30. GE has informed Wizard franchisees that their existing franchise agreements 

will be terminated in accordance with the agreement unless they enter into an 
Amended Franchise Agreement with Aussie. 

 
2.31. GE will be required to comply not only with the provisions of the Wizard 

franchise agreements regarding the termination of franchise agreements, but 
also specific provisions in the Franchising Code.  For example, under the 
Code, if the franchisee has not breached the agreement and the franchisor 
wants to terminate it before it expires and without the consent of the 
franchisee, the franchisor can only do so after giving reasonable notice of the 
proposed termination and the reasons for it to the franchisee.  What is 
reasonable will depend on the circumstances of each case.  This requirement 
will not apply, however, if the franchisee agrees to termination of the franchise 
agreement. 
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2.32. The notifying parties advise that franchisees who do not wish to enter into an 
Amended Franchise Agreement with Aussie will agree to terminate their 
existing franchise agreements on the condition that a satisfactory amount of 
compensation is offered. In this case no notice will be required under the 
Code. 

 
2.33. However, the ACCC notes that GE closed it home lending credit department 

on 27 February 2009. If franchisees cannot agree on termination, then GE will 
be unable to provide the reasonable period of notice which would be required 
to be given in order to comply with the Code. 

 
3. ACCC assessment 

Affected markets  

3.1. In considering the benefits and detriments associated with collective 
bargaining arrangements, it often assists to identify the markets affected. 
Where a market starts and finishes will be influenced by the degree of 
substitutability of different products and across different geographic areas. 

 
3.2. The notifying parties submit that the relevant market for assessing the 

collective bargaining arrangement is the national market for the supply of 
mortgage finance via banks, non-bank lenders, mortgage originators, etc. 

 
3.3. The ACCC has previously considered that there is a separate market for 

residential home lending9, and considers this encompasses the provision of 
mortgage backed loans to finance the purchase of residential property by: 

 
 retail banks 

 non-bank deposit taking institutions 

 mortgage brokers or originators 

 other financial institutions such as general and life insurance companies. 

 
3.4. The ACCC has also previously considered that a physical presence is not an 

important determination of consumer choice for finance products such as 
home loans.10 

 
3.5. The ACCC considers the relevant market for assessing the collective 

bargaining notifications is the national market for the supply of mortgage 
finance to retail customers in Australia. 

 

                                                 
9 Westpac Banking Corporation – proposed acquisition of St George Bank Limited, ACCC Public 
Competition Assessment, 13 August 2008, 
http://www.accc.gov.au/content/index.phtml?itemId=501191  
10 ibid. 
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The future with or without test 

3.6. The ACCC uses the ‘future-with-and-without-test’ established by the 
Australian Competition Tribunal to identify and measure the public benefit 
and anti-competitive detriment generated by the proposed arrangement.   

 
3.7. The notifying parties submit that without the collective bargaining 

arrangements, the participants will lack bargaining power and will have less 
effective input into negotiations with Aussie in relation to the terms and 
conditions of the Amended Franchise Agreement and the performance of GE’s 
obligations under existing Wizard franchise agreements. They consider that 
individually, the participants do not have the same capacity to negotiate 
contractual terms and conditions with Aussie or GE. 

 
3.8. The ACCC considers that, in the absence of the legal protection afforded by 

the notification, the most likely counterfactual would be the individual 
franchisees accepting the Amended Franchise Agreement. Aussie has raised 
extensive concerns about operating a two tiered franchise structure as a result 
of the collective negotiations. Given this concern, the ACCC considers that the 
ability of the franchisees to negotiate individually, in particular the smaller 
franchisees, is limited absent the collective bargaining arrangements.  

 
3.9. Therefore, the ACCC considers the most likely counterfactual situation is the 

franchisees accepting the terms of the Amended Franchise Agreement as 
presented to them on 3 February 2009. It is also a possibility that some 
franchisees may decide to exit the agreement altogether, and pursue other 
options such as becoming a franchisee for a third party lender, an individual 
mortgage broker or other lender, or cease operations.  

 
3.10. In relation to the potential negotiations with GE, the ACCC similarly 

considers that the franchisees have a relatively low level of bargaining power, 
in the absence of collective bargaining.  

 
Public benefits 

Transaction cost savings 
 
3.11. The notifying parties submit that the collective bargaining arrangements will 

result in transaction cost savings by allowing the participants to share the costs 
of negotiating terms and conditions with Aussie and GE. This includes the 
costs of obtaining professional advice, including legal advice. 

 
3.12. The ACCC considers that the collective bargaining arrangement is likely to 

result in transaction cost savings compared to a situation where the 
participants would have to negotiate individually with Aussie and/or GE. To 
the extent that these savings are passed on to consumers, the ACCC considers 
the arrangements will result in a public benefit. 
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Enhanced bargaining power 
 
3.13. The notifying parties submit the arrangements will enhance the bargaining 

power of participating franchisees, providing the participants with an 
opportunity to have more effective input in negotiations with: 

 
 Aussie in relation to the terms and conditions of the Amended Franchise 

Agreement, and  

 GE in relation to the performance of GE’s obligations under existing 
Wizard franchise agreements. 

3.14. Individually the participants do not have the same capacity to negotiate terms 
and conditions with the targets, with over half the participants having less than 
two operators in their existing franchises with Wizard. 

 
3.15. Aussie submits that significant protection is afforded by the Franchising Code 

of Conduct to potential Aussie franchisees. They submit that the Code delivers 
an equality of bargaining power without the need for collective bargaining on 
the terms and conditions of the franchise agreement. 

 
3.16. In addition, Aussie submits that current Wizard franchisees may be further 

empowered by the knowledge that their transfer is valuable to Aussie’s 
strategy. They submit that where one or more of these franchisees chooses not 
to accept the offer of an Aussie franchise, the commercial rationale for the 
acquisition of the Wizard Home Loan business will be undermined. 

 
3.17. The ACCC considers there is an inequality of bargaining power between the 

targets and the collective bargaining group, as the targets are much larger 
companies who can more readily obtain access to professional and legal 
advice. The ACCC considers the collective bargaining arrangements will 
enhance the participating franchisee’s bargaining power. This is particularly 
the case in these circumstances, as franchisees are unable to maintain the 
status quo, that is, unable to remain a Wizard franchisee under their current 
franchise agreements. 

 
More efficient decision making 
 
3.18. On 3 February 2009, Aussie provided Wizard franchisees with a set of 

documents, including the proposed Amended Franchise Agreement which is 
over 300 pages long. Participants need to make a decision as to whether to 
enter into an Amended Franchise agreement with Aussie or negotiate with GE 
any terms applicable to a termination of their Wizard franchise agreements.  

 
3.19. As the time frame to consider these options and their implications is limited, 

the notifying parties argue the collective bargaining arrangements will make it 
easier and more efficient for participants to consider the decision properly 
within that time frame. 
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3.20. The ACCC accepts that the participants will be better able to consider the 
decision as a group using collective resources, and that this claimed public 
benefit is likely to occur. 

 
Public detriments 

3.21. Under collective bargaining arrangements, competitors come together to 
negotiate terms and conditions, which can include price, with a supplier or 
customer. 

 
3.22. Generally speaking, competition between individual businesses generates 

price signals which direct resources to their most efficient use. Collective 
agreements to negotiate terms and conditions can interfere with these price 
signals and accordingly lead to inefficiencies. The capacity of new entrants to 
compete for the rights to undertake the business of existing market participants 
subject to the collective bargaining agreement also has implications for how 
competition is affected. However, the extent of the detriment and the impact 
on competition of the collective agreement will depend upon the specific 
circumstances involved. 

 
3.23. The ACCC has previously identified that the anti-competitive effect of 

collective bargaining arrangements constituted by lost efficiencies is likely to 
be more limited where the following features are present 

 
 the current level of negotiations between individual members of the group 

and the proposed counterparties on the matters that they seek to negotiate 
is low 

 there are restrictions on the coverage and composition of the bargaining 
group 

 participation in the collective bargaining arrangements is voluntary 

 there is no boycott activity 

3.24. The ACCC considers low barriers to entry will also limit the extent of any 
anti-competitive effect. 

 
Current level of negotiations 
 
3.25. It appears that the ability for the participants to negotiate the terms of an 

Amended Franchise Agreement with Aussie or GE is low. 
 
3.26. Market inquires indicate that, prior to lodging the notification, the members of 

the collective bargaining group had not commenced negotiations with either 
target, intending to participate in the collective agreement (under which they 
must not negotiate or otherwise communicate with Aussie or GE). 

 
Coverage and composition of the group 
 
3.27. The ACCC considers that where the size of the bargaining group is restricted, 

any anti-competitive effect is likely to be smaller having regard to the smaller 
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area of trade directly affected and having regard to the competition provided 
by those suppliers outside the group. 

 
3.28. Of the 167 Wizard franchisees, 101 are participants of the collective 

bargaining notification, which represents a large proportion. However, all 
franchisees are small players in the competitive market for the supply of 
mortgage finance to retail customers in Australia. 

 
3.29. The ACCC considers any risk of an anti competitive effect is mitigated as 

each participant of the collective bargaining group appears to be a relatively 
small, independently operated business, and does not have a presence 
nationwide. 

 
3.30. Further, the ACCC notes that there are other Wizard franchisees that remain 

outside the group. The collective bargaining arrangements do not preclude 
these other potential franchisees from negotiating with Aussie or GE. 

 
Voluntary participation 
 
3.31. The participants have chosen to opt in to the collective bargaining 

arrangement at their discretion. Participants are free to opt-out of the 
arrangement and are then, following a 7 day period, free to negotiate 
individually with Aussie or GE. 

 
3.32. Aussie submits that the opt-out provision is ineffective and removes the 

voluntary aspect of participation on the collective bargaining arrangement. 
Under clause 3.4 of the arrangement, a participant is required to give seven 
days written notice of their intention to opt-out. Aussie submits that given the 
term of the agreement ends on 16 March 2009, this provides only seven days 
in which the group intends to negotiate a new or amended franchise agreement 
with Aussie. 

 
3.33. As a result, Aussie submits that they are concerned that if the group is 

successful in negotiating larger commission payments, Aussie’s costs of 
running business will increase substantially, inevitably resulting in reduced 
levels of support, service, marketing, and new product development. 

 
3.34. The ACCC notes that many of Aussie’s concerns relate to circumstances in 

which the collective bargaining group is able to exert significant bargaining 
power in its negotiations with Aussie on the terms of the Amended Franchise 
Agreement. 

 
3.35. The ACCC considers the risk of any adverse impacts on Aussie is mitigated 

by the fact that Aussie’s participation in the negotiations is voluntary. The 
ACCC considers that the arrangements remain voluntary for both the 
participants and the targets for the following reasons: 

 
 the participants have chosen to opt into the collective bargaining 

arrangements before the collective bargaining notifications were lodged 
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 the arrangement also does not preclude other non-participating franchisees 
from negotiating with GE or Aussie 

 
 Aussie and GE are free to choose not to negotiate with the collective 

bargaining group. 
 

 There is a risk that some participants may choose to opt-out at some time 
during the negotiation period and will not be able to begin individual 
negotiations Aussie and GE for seven days. However, the ACCC 
understands that current Wizard franchise agreements are being honoured 
for two months after the acquisition date. Therefore, participants will still 
have time to negotiate with Aussie and GE after the term of the collective 
bargaining agreement, if they choose to opt-out. 

 
 The ACCC also notes that the term of the agreement can change. Under 

clause 4.3 it is open to the parties to renew the agreement, which requires 
the agreement of the participants. The ACCC understands that the 
collective bargaining agreement may be amended to extend the period of 
time in which negotiations may take place. The ACCC notes that 
protection from legal action provided by the notifications will not expire 
until three years after the date the notifications were lodged.  

 
Boycott activity 
 
3.36. The notified conduct does not allow for the participants to engage in collective 

boycott activity.  
 
Barriers to entry 
 
3.37. The notifying parties submit that financial barriers to entry to the market for 

supply of mortgage origination services are limited. In this regard the 
notifying parties have provided the following information: 

 
Key set-up costs (as taken from the Disclosure Document to the Amended Franchise 
Agreement) are: 
• Property lease - $1,500 - $7,500 per month (depending on size and location) 

plus a bond of between 1 and 3 months rent. 
• Inventory (stationary and office supplies) - $2,000 - $5,000 
• Security deposits, utility deposits, business licences, insurance and other pre-

pain expenses - $2,000 - $40,000 
• Working capital - $20,000 - $60,000 

For some franchise agreements, there may be fit-out costs of between $25,000 and 
$100,000 and other start-up costs such as initial franchise fee. However the Amended 
Franchise Agreement provides a meaningful contribution to fit-out costs from the 
franchisor and waives the initial franchise fee, as did the majority of original 
franchise agreements with Wizard. 

 
3.38. The ACCC considers barriers to entry in the mortgage broking sector are 

sufficiently low so as not to significantly impede new entrants from entering, 
or existing competitors from expanding. 
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4. Conclusion 

4.1. The proposed collective bargaining arrangement involves an agreement on 
price and is therefore subject to the test described in paragraph 2.23. 

 
4.2. Consistent with that test the ACCC will object to a notified arrangement where 

it is satisfied that the benefit to the public that would result, or is likely to 
result, from the proposed arrangements does not outweigh the detriment to the 
public. 

 
4.3. The ACCC considers that the proposed collective bargaining arrangement is 

likely to result in some public benefits in the form of:  
 

 transaction cost savings 

 enhancing the collective bargaining power of franchisees in negotiations 
with the targets. 

 better consideration of a major commercial decision by participating 
franchisees 

4.4. The ACCC considers that the potential for anti-competitive impact is limited, 
taking into account the competitive nature of the industry, the voluntary nature 
of the arrangement and because the arrangement does not involve potential 
boycotts. 

 
4.5. Accordingly, the ACCC does not object to notifications CB00067 – CB00069. 

Protection from legal action provided by notifications CB00067 – CB00069 
commenced on 9 March 2009 and will expire three years after the date of 
lodgement (23 February 2012). In allowing the notifications to stand the group 
will have immunity to engage in the process of collective bargaining with the 
target companies. 

 
4.6. As with any notification, the ACCC may review these notifications at a later 

stage should concerns arise. 
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Annexure A – Participants              Names of all persons on whose behalf the notification          
               is lodged and who propose to participate in the collective bargaining arrangements: 
 

RMS Wiz 209 Investments Pty Ltd  
Rob Walmsley Financial Services Pty Ltd 
R&C Cribb Pty Ltd 
Property Potential Australia Pty Ltd 
PMP Financial Services Pty Ltd  
Pennywise Finance Pty Ltd  
Playlife Pty Ltd  
Old Pelham Investments Pty Ltd  
Novowil Pty Ltd  
Wizard Arana Hills [Jasajor Pty Ltd] 
Multipla Investments Pty Ltd 
Tybron Pty Ltd 
Bolt-On Tools Pty Ltd 
Zac Management Pty Ltd  
Wondena Pty Ltd 
Wizbang Consulting Services Pty Ltd  
Western Finance Associates (Hoppers Crossing) Pty Ltd 
Debt Consolidators Pty Ltd  
Werry Pty Ltd  
Vanlief Pty Ltd T/F Vanlief Trust 
Taytim Pty Ltd  
Tisirb Pty Ltd 
T and T Finance Consultants Pty Ltd 
T and G 2004 Pty Ltd 
Strata 4 Investment Pty Ltd  
Sesapete Pty Ltd 
Scorpion Pty Ltd  
Sancorp Industries Pty Ltd  
Roland Management & Consulting Pty Ltd  
Notesco Nominees Pty Ltd ATF Sercombe Trust 
Northern Wizard Marketing Pty Ltd ATF The Northern   
                Administration Trust 
Northern Beaches Finance Centre Pty Ltd 
Nickmus Pty Ltd 
New Start Consulting Pty Ltd 
Nariman Pty Ltd 
McGlashan Financial Services Pty Ltd  
N&J Piper [Consulting Pty Ltd]  
Mortgage Insight Pty Ltd  
Mako Marine Services Pty Ltd (East Maitland) 
Mako Marine Services Pty Ltd (Earlwood) 
Skinner Finance Solutions Pty Ltd  
Shanerin Pty Ltd  
Advrle Pty Ltd  
Ace Wizard Pty Ltd  
Shadowfax Investments Pty Ltd  
Setanta Enterprises Pty Ltd  
Magos Finance Pty Ltd  
Moet Enterprises Pty Ltd T/A M&D Spalding Family Trust 
Lone Writer Pty Ltd  
Loan Wizz Pty Ltd 

Lender Investments Pty Ltd 
LBN Finance Pty Ltd 
Larvin Investments Pty Ltd  
LGK Financial Services Pty Ltd ATF LGK Trust 
K. T. Nugent Holdings Pty Ltd 
KTFM Property & Finance Pty Ltd 
Kheperlee Pty Ltd 
Just Terms Pty Ltd 
Just Cruisin Boat Charters Pty Ltd 
Jenni Ellis Home Loans Pty Ltd  
Jelod Pty Ltd ATF The O’Donoghue Family Trust 
Jami Enterprises Pty Ltd  
Jajong Pty Ltd 
J&N Fernance Pty Ltd ATF J&N Fernance Trust 
Innofin Pty Ltd  
Houmag Pty Ltd  
Home Loans 4 Tigerland Pty Ltd  
Heathcoach Pty Ltd  
Hasscorp Pty Ltd  
Hart Nominees Pty Ltd  
Grofski Holdings Pty Ltd  
Ginza Financial Services Pty Ltd 
Genie Loans Pty Ltd 
Frizema Pty Ltd  
Eastern and Yarra Valley Finance Pty Ltd  
DJ Resources Pty Ltd  
DC Andrews Consulting Pty Ltd 
Dawes Financial Services Pty Ltd  
Coastal Finance (Qld) Pty Ltd  
Clark Greenhams Associates Pty Ltd 
Capital 3 Finance Pty Ltd  
Burns Brokerage Pty Ltd  
BSG Financial Services Pty Ltd  
Brighton Financial Solutions Pty Ltd  
Bobmac Consultants Pty Ltd  
Australian States Finance Pty Ltd  
Australia International Finance Pty Ltd  
Bus Finance Solutions Pty Ltd  
Arranbee Pty Ltd  
Ameraies Pty Ltd  
Acacia Forest Pty Ltd  
Stibby Pty Ltd  
South East Financial Services Pty Ltd  
FB1 & FB2 Pty Ltd  
Dania Enterprises Pty Ltd  
Robin Foley Mortgage Brokers Pty Ltd  
Pokhara Pty Ltd  
E Dobson Pty Ltd  
Webjam Pty Ltd  
Wizard Financial Services (Oakleigh) Pty Ltd 
Freedom Financial Solutions (Aust) Pty Ltd 

 


